
CrossFit Rigs (Assorted)

Made ready for TRX hanging mounts, the TRX Suspension Training Station can 
be made to your exact requirements - i.e. 2m, 3m, 4, 5m, 6m etc.

Price from£979.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gq-trx-suspension-training-station

Matt writing. Custom-made to your requirements. The image shown is of a rack 
with narrow bar spacing with alternating grip thickness (25mm and 50mm), varying 
height, ladder-rack wing (foreground), and chin bar wing (background). Crossfit 
stations can be made with varying widths, heights, bar

RRP: £995.00

Our Price: £795.00
You Save: £200.00 - 20 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-crossfit-training-station

Multi-use strongman station. In essence, press/ squat stands with safeties, but 
can also be used as a lifting yoke or sled too. Ideal for strongman-style/ functional 
training and suitable for the most demanding of users. Optional attachments, such 
as our Heavy-Duty Dipping Bars and Log Lift-Offs,

Price: £1,710.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-strongman-multi-functional-station

Image Unavailable A bit of a beast for you here: the GymRatZ Crossfit Training Rig. Comprises: 2 
half racks (with 2 bar holders each and adjustable hooks & safeties); ladder-style 
chin bars as crossbeams; monkey bars joining the two half racks. Measurements 
are: 5500mm Wide, 1350mm Deep, 2750mm High. 

Price: £4,390.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-crossfit-training-rig

Here's a recent design for the military: an all-encompassing CrossFit-style rig 
suitable for use outdoors. In short, it's a 4m by 2m base rig with Monkey Bars the 
length of it. Then, three Power Racks are added-in - two opposite one another and 
the third opposing a 12 ft tall Climbing Wall with a Pu

Price from£5,995.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/outdoor-crossfit-rig
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We've been making custom CrossFit training rigs for a while. Often, CrossFit clubs 
have certain space or layout requirements in mind and making custom items to fit 
the space or required layout can be both costly and require far greater waiting 
times - not good if you're opening a new gym soon.

Price from£590.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/build-your-own-cross-fit-rig

Very few gyms have enough space to cater for all the equipment they want, let 
alone those with a PT Studio. What was it you were after again - a monkey bar 
run, half-rack, TRX attachment points, Battling Rope anchor point, multiple chin 
bars, a rig wing, a grappler, punchbag, and then somewhere 

RRP from: £5,995.00

Our Price £5,240.00
You Save: £755.00 - 13 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/pt-studio-multi-functional-corner-rig

When we introduced the 'Build Your Own' CrossFit Training Rig, we (Gym Ratz) 
were presented with a diagram of available accessories - I uploaded said diagram 
(above) as it gave a comprehensive example of what can be achieved, plus, I 
quite liked the set-up. Well, other people did too

RRP: £1,937.76

Our Price: £1,418.98
You Save: £518.78 - 27 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/crossfit-workout-rig

That perfect rig for the CrossFit affiliate that wants to make a statement and be 
the biggest and best CrossFit gym around, here's the GymRatZ CrossFit Beast 
Rig. Switch that "Beast Mode" on and away you go on the GymRatZ CrossFit 
Beast Rig.

RRP from: £10,995.00

Our Price £8,995.00
You Save: £2,000.00 - 18 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/crossfit-beast-rig

Wall-Mount GymRatZ CrossFit Mammoth Rig ideal for the "functional" training 
gym or CrossFit affiliate box with the mammoth task of catering for the circuit 
training needs of many. Made from heavy-gauge steel to customers requirements, 
below's the base spec. of the CrossFit Mammoth Rig, if you have

RRP from: £9,995.00

Our Price £7,995.00
You Save: £2,000.00 - 20 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/crossfit-crossfit-mammoth-rig
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What can I say about this amazing Monster Rig Main Frame? Well, for starters it's 
incredibly stable. The three legs of each support pillar give a great sense of rigidity 
to the frame, offering a superb structure to add the many optional training 
accessories such as dip handles, step platform and...

Price: £4,495.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/monster-rig-main-frame

Having supplied the military for many years, it's great to be able to offer indoor 
and outdoor CrossFit Rigs to their exacting requirements. Here, we have a multi-
station rig, which has been galvanised to ensure longevity outdoors. 

Price: £12,641.50

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/military-crossfit-rig

Space-saving 3m by 3m Octagon Training Rig. Shown with the GymRatZ 
Adjustable Bench and additional plug-in attachments - 2 x Lift-Off Hooks (pair), 2 x 
Heavy-Duty Dipping Handles, and Plug-in Grappler Attachment. (Bench 
attachments and bag sold serarately

Price £4,950.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/octagon-training-rig

With a cobweb-style appearance, the Spider Rig was unveiled at LIW 2014 and 
presents the biggest and best multi-functional workout station on the market. Just 
click here to check out the spec...

Price £12,000.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/spider-rig

Have you seen the barbarian warrior rig package one of the most complete cross-
fit rigs on the market with a long list of add ons included i.e. : 2 suspension 
trainers , medicine ball set , kettle-bell set , 4ft punch bag and mitts and much 
much more...........

Price: £7,995.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/impulse-rig-package
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Usually available from stock - Jordan Suspension Training Station is 1.5m at the 
top which gives enough space for 1 or 2 users performing TRX type exercises. 
Obviously other versions of suspension trainers can also be used with 

Price: £679.33

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jl-suspension-training-station-trx2

Usually available from stock - Jordan Suspension Training Station is 2m at the top 
which gives enough space for up-to 4 users performing TRX type exercises. 
Obviously other versions of suspension trainers can also be used with this frame.

Price: £702.75

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jl-suspension-training-station-trx4

Usually available from stock - Jordan Suspension Training Station is 3m at the top 
which gives enough space for up to 6 users performing TRX type exercises. 
Obviously other versions of suspension trainers can also be used with 

Price: £783.44

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jl-suspension-training-station-trx6

New for 2020 the GymRatz Core 4 lifting station Rig. Supplied with Wall Ball 
Target, Dip station and Core Trainer attachment. Powder coated in Colour of your 
choice

Price £1,850.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-4-lift
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